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On this page you will find more information about the auctions such as the GenHotel Selection Sale, the GenHotel Embryo Sale and the GenHotel Webshop.
GenHotel members can offer us embryos and/or heifers and sell these through these auctions.

GENHOTEL SELECTION SALE
The GenHotel Selection Sale is a sale of carefully selected females. The sale is a so called Dutch Auction which means that the price will go down daily (except
Saturday and Sunday) until a buyer decides to take the lot for the price of that day. The listed price is the current price for each lot. You can look up the latest
price on the website or you contact one of the contactpersons.

Click here for the GenHotel Selection Sale - conditions and explanations .

GENHOTEL EMBRYO SALE
The GenHotel Embryo Sale take place online as well and is “open” 24/7. The bidder that has the highest bid at the end of the sale on that lot is the buyer of
the embryos, unless there has been a bid just before the end. In that case the sale is extended with another 5 minutes until no more bids are coming in. You
always have to bid at least € 25,- higher than the latest bid.

Click here for the GenHotel Embryo Sale - conditions and explanations .

GENHOTEL WEBSHOP
The GenHotel Webshop has genetics for sale next to the GenHotel Selection Sale and the GenHotel Embryo Sale. The GenHotel Webshop is “open” 24/7 if
there are embryo’s, heifers, etc. for sale.
The GenHotel Webshop works with a fixed price. If you are willing to pay this price you can buy the lot immediately.

Click here for the GenHotel Webshop - conditions and explanations .
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